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Motivation & Research Goals
• Insurance Context: Essential for accurate detection of vehicle 

damages in images for insurance claims processing.
• Advancement in Object Detection: Transformer-based 

architectures like DETR [1] introduce global attention 
mechanisms, outperforming traditional frameworks such as 
Faster R-CNN [2] in benchmarks like COCO [3].

• Research Aim: Assess if results from large, generic datasets 
translate to smaller, specific datasets in real-world scenarios, 
focusing on vehicle component and damage detection.

Conclusion
• Benchmark Translation: Performance traits of DETR and Faster 

R-CNN from larger datasets largely reflect in specific datasets.
• Performance Variation: Differences across datasets underscore 

the necessity of tailored architecture testing and selection.
• Overall Outcome: Excellent results in Vehicle Side Components 

detection; substantial scope for enhancement in General 
Damage detection.

Data
• Dataset Source: Custom comprising 7,330 images of damaged 

vehicles, divided into training, validation, and testing subsets.
• Image Details: The dataset includes a variety of image 

resolutions ranging from 300 x 225 to 9,248 x 6,936, with a 
median resolution of 1280 x 960. It encompasses both close-up 
photographs and wide-view images, providing diverse 
perspectives.

• Annotation Details: The dataset is professionally labeled with 
segmentation for vehicle components and bounding boxes for 
damages (see image). It includes approximately 100,000 labeled 
instances. The dataset is divided into Extracted Side Components 
and General Damage subsets for focused analysis.

Related Work
• DETR Development: A transformer-based detection architecture 

by Carion et al.
• Benchmark Comparison: DETR vs. Faster R-CNN on COCO; DETR 

excels with large objects but underperforms with smaller ones, 
where Faster R-CNN shows strength; overall, DETR has better 
performance.

• Existing Research: Focused on custom datasets; the recent 
CarDD [4] dataset provides a base for future studies in vehicle 
component and damage detection.

Concept and Methodology
• Approach: Comparative analysis using Mask R-CNN (trained on 

Side Components with segmentation), Faster R-CNN (trained on 
both datasets with bounding boxes), and similarly trained DETR 
(similar to Faster R-CNN).

• Implementation Details: Utilization of pretrained COCO weights, 
hyperparameter tuning, and no data augmentation.

Comparative Performance Analysis
• Evaluation Protocol: COCO detection evaluation metrics.
• Research Findings: DETR shows superior overall AP, particularly 

with larger objects. Faster R-CNN is more effective in detecting 
smaller objects and at lower thresholds (see table).

• Dataset-Specific Results: High performance on the Side 
Components Dataset, with a need for improvement in the 
General Damage dataset, especially for small objects.

• Comparison to Carion et al.: DETR's and Faster R-CNN's 
performance characteristics are consistent; DETR's overall lead 
narrows.
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